
Chapter Five - The First Life:  

Natural Law or Divine Awe 



The First Life: Natural Law or 
Divine Awe 

 When it comes to origin of life, there are really 
only two possibilities:  Either life is the product 
of intelligence or it is not.  

 Spontaneous generation:  the belief that life 
generated spontaneously from nonliving 
chemicals by natural laws without any intelligent 
intervention 

 The fact is that the creation-versus-evolution 
debate is not so much a debate over evidence 
as it is over philosophy.  

 Philosophy and personal bias have more to do 
with “scientific” conclusions than most people 
think. 



The First Life: Natural Law or 
Divine Awe 

 Many Darwinists start with the false 
philosophical assumptions based on naturalism, 
or materialism, and insist that science is the only 
source of objective truth (which is a self-
defeating proposition because the claim itself is 
philosophical and not scientific).  

 Intelligent Design proponents recognize that 
science depends on philosophy and so is only 
one means of finding truth.   

 Intelligent design proponents also recognize that 
philosophical assumptions can dramatically 
impact scientific conclusions.  



             DNA 

 DNA contains the chemicals that 
encode instructions for building and 
replicating all living things.  

 Every living being has DNA encoded 
in its cells, and that code contains the 
set of instructions comprising the 
unique genetic makeup of that being. 

 Genetics is the study of how living 
organisms inherit traits from their 
ancestors.  



             DNA 

 DNA is made up of a sequence of 
simple units (A, T, C, and G), and the 
specific order of these units spell out 
instructions in the genetic code.  

 The instructions about your particular 
traits are contained in segments of 
DNA called genes. 

 Specified complexity means 1) that 
the makeup of DNA is complex and  
2) that it contains a specific message.  

 A code is always the product of 
intelligent mind.  



What Caused the First Life? 

 Principle of Uniformity states that causes 
in the past were like the causes we 
observe today. 

 

 



What Caused the First Life? 
 So when we find so-called simple life forms 

containing such specified complexity, the 
Principle of Uniformity should lead us to 
conclude that intelligence is its cause. 

 Science is a search for causes.   
 There are two types of causes:  intelligent and 

non-intelligent (or natural).   
 There are also two types of science:  empirical 

and forensic.   
 Empirical science is used to study present, 

repeatable events (those things we can witness 
through our senses), whereas forensic science is 
used to study past, unrepeatable events (those 
we must use logic to determine). 



Spontaneous Generation 

 The inability of the brightest scientists to create 
even the simplest life form is evidence that 
“simple life” is not simple at all.  Moreover, if 
human intelligence hasn’t been able to create 
life, why should we expect non-intelligent 
natural processes to do so? 

 The question is which came first, proteins (which 
are critical to the formation of DNA) or DNA 
(which is critical to the formation of proteins)?  
One must already be in existence for the other 
to be made. 



Spontaneous Generation 

 There are only four known natural forces – 
gravity, electromagnetism, and strong and weak 
nuclear forces – and they appear to be repetitive 
forces that do not create the unique messages 
(specified complexity) found in life.  

 The Second Law of Thermodynamics also 
weighs against order arising from disorder.  If 
anything, life is highly ordered.  How could non-
living chemicals organize themselves into life? 



Spontaneous Generation 

 It is not because we lack a natural 
explanation for the massive amounts of 
information contained in life forms that 
leads us to believe in a supernatural 
cause.  Rather, we do so because such 
information is positive evidence for an 
intelligent cause.  



Intelligent Causes versus 
Supernatural Causes 

 There can be no natural cause for the universe 
because nature didn’t exist prior to the Big 
Bang.  Nature itself was created at the 
beginning of the universe – it was the effect.   

 Since space, time, and matter were created with 
extreme precision, the cause behind them must 
be spaceless, timeless, immaterial, and 
intelligent.  This requires not just an intelligent 
cause but also a supernatural one. 

 The best candidate for authorship of the genetic 
code is the same spaceless, immaterial, 
timeless, intelligent being who created the 
universe.  



Panspermia 
 Many think that the creation/evolution debate is 

a debate between religion and science, but it 
isn’t.  It’s about good science versus bad 
science.  It’s not about faith versus reason; it’s 
about reasonable faith versus unreasonable 
faith.   

 Spontaneous generation cannot be supported by 
empirical observation or forensic science 
principles. 

 Panspermia or “seeds everywhere” is the theory 
that  alien beings deposited the first life on 
Earth.  

 Which leads to the question – who created the 
aliens? 



Reductionism 

 Reductionism is the false belief that you can 
reduce life, and everything else, to its nonliving 
chemical components.  

 The problem with this belief is that DNA proves 
that life is more than a conglomeration of 
nonliving chemicals.  

 Life contains a message that is in the DNA, but 
those chemicals do not cause the message.  

 While information can be expressed through 
chemicals (like ink and paper or DNA), the 
source of that information must exist outside of 
the components. 



Time, Chance, and the Second Law 
of Thermodynamics 

 Everything we observe in the world 
around us tells us that natural law tends 
to bring things toward disorder rather 
than order. 

 The longer we wait for nonliving chemicals 
to generate life, the more disorderly the 
chemicals will become. 

 The probability of life originating by 
chance in the universe is zero.   



Can Science Alone Really Account 
for Everything? 

 Using science to search for causes by 
observation and repetition is just one of the 
ways we can discover truth, but it is not the only 
way.  

 While science is a great tool we can use to learn 
truth, we need to understand that science 
cannot be done without philosophy – 
philosophical assumptions underlie the search 
for causes.  

 If your philosophical assumptions are wrong, 
your scientific conclusions may be wrong as 
well.  



Can Science Alone Really Account 
for Everything? 

 If a person begins with the assumption that only 
natural causes are possible, then no amount of 
evidence to the contrary will convince the 
person of the existence of a Creator. 

 The fact is that science doesn’t really say 
anything – scientists do.   

 All data must be interpreted, and that is done by 
people who call themselves scientists.  

 The scientist must look at the data and make an 
interpretation, and that involves philosophical 
reasoning skills.  



Naturalism Versus Intelligent 
Design 

Naturalism Intelligent Design 

Only natural causes are 
possible.  

Natural and intelligent 
causes are possible.  

The first life arose 
spontaneously by 
chance from non-living 
chemicals. 

Even the simplest life 
has characteristics that 
are the products of 
intelligence and cannot 
be explained by natural 
causes. 



Naturalism Versus Intelligent 
Design 

Naturalism Intelligent Design 

Adding long periods of 
time increases the 
chances for spontaneous 
generation. 

No amount of time is 
enough to allow 
spontaneous generation 
to occur. 

The creation-versus-
evolution debate is 
about religion versus 
science. 

The creation-versus-
evolution debate is 
about good science 
versus bad science. 



Naturalism Versus Intelligent 
Design 

Naturalism Intelligent Design 

Although spontaneous 
generation isn’t 
supported by empirical 
observation, it is still the 
best explanation for life’s 
origin.  

Based on the principle of 
uniformity (the present 
is the key to the past), 
intelligent design is the 
best explanation for life’s 
origin. 



Conclusion 

“God never performed a miracle to convince 
an atheist, because His ordinary works 
provide sufficient evidence.”  --Ariel Roth  


